Evaluation of solid fuel consumption and cardiac and respiratory illnesses in the Kermanshah province villages in 2015
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Abstract
About half of the people in the world that is equal with 3 billion people use solid fuel for their daily needs at home. The most important sources of pollution inside houses in developing countries is that the families use unsuitable fuels for the warming and cooking which are very dangerous for health. This project has been done to evaluate studying of the Kermanshah province villages in 1391.

Method: this sectional study was kind of describing analysis and has been performed in 123 villages in four towns of Kermanshah province where households used solid fuel for different consumption. In this study some information were gathered about the building position of the settlement including area, the position of the kitchen and kind of heater, baking tenor for bread and its position with kind of fuel and related information about the respiratory disease. This information were analyzed after gathering in software SPSS. According to study, six percent of total rural population in studied towns, used solid fuel. The Gilan Gharb had the most consumer population of the solid fuel and Javanrood had the least consumer population of the solid fuel and the number of respiratory and cardiac diseases outbreaks in these two towns are respectively (Gilan Gharb 53, 26) and (Javanrood zero and two). 89 percent of families used wood and the other 11 percent used animal excretion as solid fuel.

Conclusions: Solid fuel consumption in rural houses can increase which can causes cardiac and respiratory diseases. Hence, it’s necessary to culture making and provide possibilities to make liquid fuel or natural gas accessible for people.
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1. Introduction
About half of the people in the world that is equal with 3 billion people use solid fuel for their daily needs at home. The most important sources of pollution inside houses in developing countries is that the families use unsuitable fuels for the warming and cooking which are very dangerous for health.

The solid fuel has been used from past its availability and it has been always used for energy production. 2.4 billion people from biomes and 6 billion people use coal all over the world. These fuels are in unsuitable conditions in term of air ventilation or they are burnt in stoves or ovens that don’t have suitable conditions and this causes large amount of smokes which contains materials due to is uncompleted fuel burning. Because women have special role in house and spend long time directly exposed to the inner air pollution especially when they are pregnant. The studies of the world health organization showed that carbon monoxide and solid
fuel particles effects on pregnancies and causes abortion or low weight baby. Being exposed to the indoor air pollution air in places that use solid fuel causes approximately 1.5 million death in each hour and these are because of acute respiratory system infections in infants under 5 years old and chronic lung diseases and lung cancer in adult. Burning biomes in closed places is one of the main reasons of illnesses in women and babies in the countries with low income. Contaminants that are produced from solid fuel are the sixth effective factors in disease and the cause of more than 420,000 death before adolescence. The results show that exposing to solid fuel pollutant are causes for more than half 1.8 million death in infants in the world because of inferior respiratory system diseases. Burning of plant masses and the coal caused the diffusion of floating particles (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), sulphur oxides, Nitrogen oxides, aldehydes, benzene and combinations of poly aromatic. These pollutants influence on lungs and their performance, air pollution at home or closed places because people spend most time in these places and there is a possibility to increase concentration and activities of harmful factors and also inside house activities like cooking, house warming and smoking considered as an important health care problem [1-3]. Several studies have emphasized on the role of IAP as one of the aetiologies of some respiratory diseases such as LRI, lung cancer, tuberculosis, asthma and COPD [4-8]. This research has been performed to solid fuel consumption and respiratory and cardiac diseases in Kermanshah province villages in 1391.

2. Methodology
This sectional study that is a kind of descriptive analysis performed in 123 villages in 5 towns in Kermanshah province where people used solid fuels for different home consumption. The primary studying was done with considering the literatures and previous researches in this regards. One observation has been done in 5 towns in Gilan province in 1387 and it evaluated the communication between diseases and solid fuel consumption. In this evaluation forms about building characteristics prepared like: menstruation, kitchen position, bread cooking position, ventilation system, kind of the building materials and quantity and kind of solid fuel were considered. Then they used these forms information in the villages in the mentioned towns where they used solid fuels. They were gathered and evaluated by software SPSS and on the basis of following indexes.

- The index of the number of families consuming the solid fuel [9].
  \[ \frac{\text{the number of total families}}{\text{the number of families use solid fuel}} = \text{index} \]

- Index of the population consuming solid fuel.
  \[ \frac{\text{under covering population}}{\text{the solid fuel consumer population}} = \text{index}. \]

- The index of the number of families use solid fuel in suitable residential area.
  \[ \frac{\text{the number of total families}}{\text{the number of families use solid fuel in suitable residential area}} = \text{index}. \]

- The index of the number of families uses solid fuel with suitable bread baking place:
  \[ \frac{\text{the number of total families}}{\text{the number of families use solid fuel in suitable bread baking place}} = \text{index}. \]

- 100* of solid fuel consumer.

- The index of incidence of the breathing diseases in the consumer families of the solid fuel.
  \[ \frac{\text{the number or the entire number of the persons that catch illness to the breathing disease in the consumers of the solid fuel}}{\text{the entire of the population the village families of the consumer of the solid fuel}} = \text{index}. \]

Findings:
In this evaluation of settlement indexes and the cases of cardiac and respiratory system in villages consuming solid fuel was evaluated. The solid fuel consuming in villages is 89 percent families consuming wood as solid fuel and 11 percent sludge exertion.

According to evaluation 6 percent from total number of the rural population in studied used the solid fuel. Gihan Gharb had the most solid fuel consumer population and the town of Javanrood has the least and the cases of cardiac and respiratory system in families consuming solid fuel respectively are: GhilanGharb (53,26 and Javanrood zero and two).
The number of cardiac diseases | The number of respiratory diseases | Towns
---|---|---
37488 | 8275 | GilanGharb
36515 | 8652 | Harsin
20605 | 5696 | Ravansar
22446 | 5058 | Javanrood

Table 2. Population information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>number of families using solid fuel</th>
<th>Families using solid fuel</th>
<th>Total number of undercover population</th>
<th>Total number of undercover families</th>
<th>Towns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7276</td>
<td>1537</td>
<td>37488</td>
<td>8275</td>
<td>GilanGharb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>36515</td>
<td>8652</td>
<td>Harsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>473</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>20605</td>
<td>5696</td>
<td>Ravansar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22446</td>
<td>5058</td>
<td>Javanrood</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The percent of the consuming

Figure 2. The consuming percentage of the solid fuel in towns
3. Discussion and conclusion
Ghorbani et.al [10] evaluated the relation between exposure with BHBs and OAD positively and in another study which was done by Roy [11] all women suffered from obstruction in respiratory systems who weren’t smoker and they didn’t have any background contact with particles but all of them used solid fuel for baking. Sinha et.al [12] declared that using solid fuels especially wood is an important factor in lung destruction and the exposing people had weaker performance in lungs than non-exposing people. Akhtar et al. [13] have done similar research in Pakistan that showed relationship between severe bronchitis in women and whom used animal sludge (biomes) as the solid fuel inside family.

The consuming of solid fuel on the bases of this study result and similar researches inside rural houses can increase cardiac and respiratory diseases. Hence, culture making and providing probabilities for people to access fluid fuel and natural gas has so much importance.
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